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Virtual Physician Visits Workflow

Conducting 
the Visit

Post Visit 
Test Results
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START: Resident 
wants to see a 
virtual physician

Registers resident 
under the home’s 
VirtualCare (VC) 
account

Verifies resident registration 
request initiated by the home 
(validation via name, date of 
birth and health card number)

Resident wishes 
to meet with a 
physician

Requests booking based on 
physician’s schedule

RESIDENT IS REGISTERED

Confirms and books appointmentInforms resident of booked 
appointment time

APPOINTMENT TIME 
ARRIVES

Brings resident 
into Wellness 
room

Logs into VirtualCare, 
selects booked visit, 
waits for physician to 
arrive

CONDUCTS VIRTUAL VISIT
If RX is needed, can be efaxed to 

CareRX or resident’s preferred 
pharmacy

Forms (i.e diagnostic 
imaging) can be 

attached directly in 
the chat window

VISIT COMPLETE

Test results 
received by fax

Scans test 
results

Attached to follow up 
visit request which is 

then sent to home

Receives follow-up 
request and 

communicates date 
and time to resident

If proposed date and time 
are not suitable for the 

resident...

If follow-up 
needed
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Chartwell “Concierge” HCP Physician

Phase 1 Workflow

Conducting 
the Visit

Post Visit 
Test Results

Chartwell RN/RPN HCP Clinic Staff/Admin

START: Resident 
wants to 
participate in the 
service

Contacted by 
resident to register 
as a patient at the 
HCP clinic

Registers resident 
under the home’s 
VirtualCare (VC) 
account

Verifies resident registration 
request sent by the home 
(validation via name, date of 
birth and health card number)

Resident wishes 
to meet with a 
physician

Contacted by resident 
with their preferred 
time slots; Passes 
request to RN/NP

Requests booking based on 
resident’s preferences

RESIDENT IS REGISTERED

Confirms and books appointment (or 
suggests alternative options to Chartwell 
NP/RN based on preferences)

Informs resident of booked 
appointment time

APPOINTMENT TIME 
ARRIVES

Takes resident 
into Wellness 
room

Logs in to VC, 
selects booked visit, 
waits for physician 
to arrive

CONDUCTS VIRTUAL VISIT
If RX is needed, can be efaxed to 

CareRX or resident’s preferred 
pharmacy

If labs are required, can 
be filled and sent in VC; 
Other types of forms (i.e 
diagnostic imaging) can 

be attached directly in the 
chat window

VISIT COMPLETE

Test results 
received by fax

Scans test 
results

Attached to follow up 
visit request which is 

then sent to home

Receives follow-up 
request and 

communicates date 
and time to resident

If proposed date and time 
are not suitable for the 

resident...

If follow-up 
needed
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Pros / Cons Analysis 
Option 1 - HCP clinic time open to multiple homes

PROS:

-More likely to fill appointment times with higher population to 
service

-HCP has control of appointment times to minimize gaps 

CONS:

- Can not always accommodate a resident’s requested 
appointment time

-Difficult for home to manage as their not a clear way for them to 
see scheduled appointment times

- Will likely result in manual scheduling efforts from HCP Admin to 
support homes (e.g. faxing an appointment list)

Option 2 - Each home has dedicated clinic time

PROS:

-simple scheduling process, no back and forth required to 
confirm appointment times

-streamlined for HCP Admin- just need to approve the visits 
and assign a physician

CONS:

- potential for not having full bookings during clinic day that 
can't be opened up to others

- reduces clinic hours available to homes to ensure all homes 
get access to the clinic


